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Hospitality ministers need to be available to assist people during a mission. Their presence will especially make visitors feel more welcome and comfortable.

Lenten Mission Probes Love
That Leads to Reconciliation
Anne C. McGuire
On the first Holy Thursday after Pope Francis was elected, the
Holy Father washed the feet of twelve young prisoners. That ritual has become an expression of his papacy, and an example for
the Church universal to emulate. As one person reaches out to
wash the feet of another, among the Eucharistic meanings
expressed is that of service. Another meaning, also expressed in
the Eucharist, is reconciliation.
Reconciliation is much more than references to it imply. It
is larger than forgiveness, although it encompasses forgiveness.
It is larger than moving forward, dispelling sin and evil, and
bringing healing, although all are included. The season of Lent
offers a variety of expressions, stories, and rituals of reconciliation. During this season, parish missions may help people
explore reconciliation in their lives. The parish represented in
the mission in this essay will focus on reconciliation during a
three-part Lenten liturgical mission. During the days of the mis4
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sion, the presentation and prayer will focus on different aspects
of reconciliation—mercy, forgiveness, and peace—both in our
lives and as expressed in the liturgical life of the Church. The
suggestions and presentations in the essay will guide parish
ministers in their work of preparing a mission.

PREPARATION

Prior to the mission, publicity needs to be arranged. The parish
staff should consider the many ways that information about the
mission can be provided to the parish and community. A flyer in
the bulletin and an announcement at the end of Mass are only a
start. Place flyers in the gathering space and in the parish hall
and classrooms. Put the information on Facebook and other
social media, and ask heads of parish committees and organizations to announce it before their meetings. Contact neighboring
parishes to request that the announcement be placed in their
bulletins. Remember that repetition is important when publicizing an event. When parishioners see notice of the event in many

places, the importance is magnified. Keep the announcement in
the publicity materials simple, both in words and graphics. An
example of an announcement is: Join us for the evenings of our
parish Lenten Mission: Reconciliation, at Our Parish, in the
church. Dates and times. (The evening times should be consistent. The mission could take place three days in a row or on a
specific day for three successive weeks.)
In planning for the mission, the importance of hospitality
should not be underestimated. More than a month in advance of
the date, meet with the person who schedules the hospitality
ministers to ensure their availability. Hospitality ministers
should be on hand to welcome attendees, answer queries, and to
make people feel comfortable. Keep in mind that some attendees
may be from other parishes or the larger community, and may
be unfamiliar with the worship space and parish grounds. Be
sure to have information about the parish on hand, especially
the schedule of liturgies from Palm Sunday through Easter. On
the final night of the mission, provide coffee and tea and cheese
and crackers.

DAY ONE: MERCY

• Gathering Prayer: Opening hymn, Collect, Scripture reading
• Presentation
• Closing of presentation with prayer
During the opening hymn, the pastor and the presenter
process in, with acolytes carrying the processional cross
and candles. For the hymn, consider “There’s a Wideness
in God’s Mercy,” “Hold Us in Your Mercy,” “With the Lord There
Is Mercy” (Psalm 130), although any familiar selection with a
focus on mercy will be appropriate. After the prayer, all sit, and
a parish lector proclaims the reading. A suggested reading is
Ephesians 2:1–8.

Presentation on Mercy

During this mission, I want to explore three aspects of reconciliation that are inherent in our liturgical life: mercy, forgiveness,
and peace.
Psalm 130 reminds us that “with the Lord is mercy.” We
sing of God’s mercy and love, of a God who is both merciful and
kind. We seek mercy and forgiveness. One of my favorite hymns,
“There’s a Wideness in God’s Mercy,” explores the title phrase in
text and music. Let us contemplate God’s mercy, its wideness
and its depth, its richness, and its unfolding in our lives.
As we begin the Mass, we include a litany for mercy: Lord,
have mercy; Christ, have mercy; Lord, have mercy. The center of
the Penitential Act, the Kyrie eléison, is our calling upon God to
enfold us in his merciful love. The Penitential Act, and in particular, the Kyrie, is not asking for forgiveness, but a naming of
God’s merciful presence in our lives, asking that we be included.
While the Jubilee Year of Mercy a few years ago may have
explored so many arenas of mercy, at this point in the Mass,
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As all gather the first evening, hospitality ministers welcome
them, and the assembled ready themselves to begin with prayer.
The first evening of the mission will have the following
structure:
Members of the assembly kneel to contemplate God's mercy.

many of us forget those many mercies. Sometimes, we say the
words perfunctorily and move on.
This, then, is our challenge: to pray, asking God to hold us
in his mercy, and to somehow make this prayer for mercy tangible. During the Year of Mercy, one bishop said it simply and
directly: “Mercy is love made visible.” We recognize in the works
of mercy that visibility—that real, felt love. In our Lenten liturgies, let us take the opportunity to engage in the depth of this
prayer. Parishes may do this by choosing a musical setting that
allows for reflection, chanting the Kyrie, or separating the invocation, call, and response with silence. However your parish
prays the Kyrie, concentrate on opening yourself to God’s mercy.
As I drove home from work one day, I was diverted at an
intersection near my home because of an accident. Police cars,
an ambulance, and some stopped vehicles drew my attention as
I slowly drove by the scene. In the middle of the entire space, two
women were standing, embracing one another, holding each
other. It was an embrace of mercy. I have no idea if they knew
each other, were thankful that neither had been hurt, or crying
because someone else had been hurt. What I knew and recognized was love and mercy. That mercy became palpable because
of the space and silence in which it was enfolded.
The concept of mercy, of love made visible and tangible,
strikes home to me. It is more than a gesture, or emotion, or of
words that connect with sorrow, contrition, or compassion. It is
all of those, but frequently it is in the silent moments that surround those words and gestures that the meaning is found. It is
the space we allow for all of us to become enfolded in God’s
mercy, a mercy unique to each person’s needs.
PastoralLiturgy.org
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presider motions for the assembly to kneel, and the
Kyrie begins. After the Kyrie, all stand, and the presider
prays the Collect from the Third Sunday of Lent. At the
end of the Collect, the presentation begins.

Presentation on Forgiveness
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In my office hangs a drawing by Fritz Eichenberg,
who was the illustrator for the Catholic Worker for more
than fifty years. I love so many of his drawings, but this
one in particular always beckons me to ponder a little
more. It is of Jesus embracing someone, a “someone”
who appears dejected. Eichenberg conveyed so much
emotion on the individual’s face. I had seen the drawing
many times in a collection of Eichenberg illustrations,
and would stop and then move on. One day I stopped
a little longer and noticed that it was a depiction of
Jesus embracing Judas, with the other Eleven in the
background observing this exchange. The moment
is timeless.
I realized that the illustration portrays both the
kiss of Judas and the acceptance, love, and understandEven at a young age, a child may grasp the peace that comes upon entering the church and
ing of Jesus. Here are both betrayal and forgiveness. The
blessing oneself.
drawing is a visual insight into God’s forgiveness, which
is immediate and all-encompassing. In this season of
Concluding Prayer
Lent, we hear of varied aspects of God’s forgiveness during the
Liturgy of the Word. As these readings are proclaimed, we hear
Presenter: Please kneel.
that forgiveness goes beyond words that are said. Three readings
(As the following is prayed, an acolyte adds incense to a pot
during the season stand out.
of charcoal at the foot of the cross.)
On the First Sunday of Lent this year, the First Reading is
Presenter: Lord, you draw us into your loving arms.
from
Deuteronomy
26:4–10. In this reading, Moses speaks of a
Cantor, then assembly: Kyrie eléison or Lord, have mercy.
God who brought the Chosen People out of Egypt, saying, “We
Silence.
cried to the Lord   .   .   .   and he heard our cry and saw our affliction,
Presenter: Christ, you show us the depths of your
our toil, and our oppression.” He continues, telling how God
healing touch.
“gave us this land flowing with milk and honey.” Recognizing
Cantor, then assembly: Christe eléison or Christ, have mercy.
their trials, God saved the people he calls his own. The people of
Silence.
Israel had suffered greatly, but they also had sinned greatly. We
Presenter: Lord, you are love made visible in our lives today.
can see in this account that God’s forgiveness is an invitation to
Cantor, then assembly: Kyrie eléison or Lord, have mercy.
go with him, to follow him for forty years—and beyond. God’s
forgiveness is not blind forgiveness, but a loving invitation to
Silence.
dwell with him. This forgiveness is not always recognized, for
Presenter: Let us practice, together, kneeling in mercy, praying
God is an all-forgiving God, and an all-loving God whose forfor mercy, and reflecting on the ways in which God holds us in
giveness is given even before it is sought.
his mercy. Let us dwell in the mercy of God.
On the First Sunday of Lent, we began a new insight into
Silence.
forgiveness. In the reading, Moses tells the people, that after prePresenter: (Gestures for all to stand.) Blesses the assembled.
senting their offering, to give an account of what the Lord has
May God hold you in his mercy until we meet tomorrow.
done for them. God has forgiven the wayward Israelites with
(A lay minister concludes the rite by signing himself or herself
signs, wonders, and promises of a new life. This is the kind of
with the Sign of the Cross and saying: May almighty God, the
forgiveness that we have a hard time understanding. How can an
Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit, bless and protect us.)
entire people be forgiven when they seem to have gone so far
Assembly: (Bless themselves) Amen.
astray? Other concrete examples in the readings during Lent
assist us as we seek to grasp the depth of God’s forgiveness.
DAY TWO: FORGIVENESS
The parable of the prodigal son, proclaimed on the Fourth
On the second day of the retreat, hospitality ministers quietly
Sunday of Lent, is perhaps a Lenten centerpiece of forgiveness and
greet people as they arrive and indicate for them to maintain a
reconciliation. The prodigal son seeks forgiveness, the elder son has
prayerful silence until the liturgy begins. Ministers are in place
a difficult time recognizing forgiveness, and the father offers forin the sanctuary at the beginning of the liturgy. This liturgy
giveness without qualifying it. Listeners to the parable may identify
begins as the prior one ended, with the praying of the Kyrie. The
with one person or another based on their experiences. Many may
6
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A focus on cross and Eucharist during Lent nurtures reconciliation.

identify more with the jealous older brother who doesn’t understand the father’s response to the wayward son. It can be easy for
the person who has consistently followed the family’s ways to feel
wronged when forgiveness is provided to the one who strayed. The
older brother does not understand that at the heart of his father’s
forgiveness is unconditional love, a love that offers forgiveness even
when it is not requested. Identifying with the younger, prodigal
son, an individual may grasp the importance of saying, “I’m sorry”
and also the difficulty of doing so, especially when actions have
caused separation from a loved one. The younger son does not
understand that forgiveness requires that first step from both self
and the other. The younger son sought forgiveness, but he does not
realize that the father’s embrace welcoming him home is bigger
than forgiveness.
As a parent, I learned from the father in this parable. It
took a long time for me to take on the attitude of this father.
Since God is identified, ordinarily, as the father, I struggled with
how I could place myself in that position in the parable. Parents,
though, learn how to forgive their children. We learn how to go
beyond forgiveness. As we discover this, the phrase “forgive us
our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us,”
from the Lord’s Prayer, finally makes sense. Perhaps if we pray
these words often enough, they will sink in.
While the parable of the prodigal son may seem to be
the forgiveness centerpiece of Lent in this cycle of readings, we still
need Jesus to remind us even more concretely the next week.
On the Fifth Sunday of Lent, Luke provides us with the story of the
woman caught in adultery. It is a visual story, with a crowd (really
a mob) gathered around a sinful woman whom they are ready to
judge and punish. We picture a town of people leaning down, pick-

ing up stones to be thrown. Haunting us
into the next week will be Jesus’ words,
“Neither do I condemn you.” Are we without sin, ready to throw that first stone? Or
can we put down our stones, our hateful
words, our condemnation of others, long
enough to take a good, long look inward?
How do we forgive others? Can we forgive
others? Do we protect our sinfulness? Do we
seek forgiveness?
God’s forgiveness is, of course, much
bigger than ours. We hear Jesus from the
Cross, saying “forgive them, for they know
not what they do” (Luke 12:34). We know
stories of martyrs who forgave their persecutors. Can we move through this Lent,
grasping forgiveness of ourselves, seeking
forgiveness from others, and recognizing
when forgiveness has occurred, even when
it was not sought? On the Fifth Sunday of
Lent, we hear Paul proclaim, in his letter
to the Philippians: “I consider everything
as a loss because of the supreme good of
knowing Christ Jesus” (3:8). Forgiveness is
being able to move from our mistakes, our
losses, because we know of the loving
mercy which is God.

Concluding Prayer
Presenter: Please kneel and reflect in silence.
Presenter: (Motions for the assembly to stand). Our Father   .   .   .   
Assembly: who art in heaven   .   .   .
Cantor: Leads assembly in singing “Loving and Forgiving,”
“Forgive Our Sins,” “God Is Forgiveness” (Taizé), or other
hymn in which forgiveness is part of the text.
Presenter: Blesses the assembled. (A lay minister concludes the
rite by signing himself or herself with the Sign of the Cross and
saying: May almighty God, the Father, and the Son, and the
Holy Spirit, bless and protect us.)

DAY THREE: PEACE

The prayer for the final mission evening will be a simplified
Evening Prayer, with the reflection/presentation given after the
proclamation of Scripture. The gathering hymn should be simple. Suggestions are one verse or repeated line from: “Prayer for
Peace,” verse 1; “Dona Nobis Pacem;” “Lord of All Hopefulness,”
verses 3 and 4, which are both evening verses that end with a
focus on peace; or the psalm “My Soul is Still” (Psalm 131; Haas).
Scripture reading: John 14:27 or John 20:19ff.

Presentation

As my daughter and I entered the church when she was very
young, she would ask me to help her reach into the font for some
“peace water.” What a lovely thought! I was not sure exactly what
she meant, but the concept of holy water providing some kind of
peace, or connecting her to a four-year-old’s understanding of
PastoralLiturgy.org
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peace, was wonderful. She continued that reference for a few
years. When she was five, she began asking when she would be
able to get some of the Jesus bread. She was making a great connection, I thought, with the Eucharist. But then she began calling it “peace bread.” For the life of me, I was not sure how she
was connecting peace, but it was obviously significant to her.
“Peace” in relation to both holy water and the Eucharist was
meaningful for her. Full of rich meaning. It took me about
twenty years to make the connection. It is a sacramental insight
that I now treasure.
During the Sign of Peace, every person in the assembly, toddlers to the elderly, is equal ritually. Each person says “Peace be
with you.” There is eye contact, and a respectful touch, and sometimes the saying of one’s name. Peace be with you, Christ be with
you, holiness be with you. Many years after my daughter called
the Eucharist “peace bread,” I had the insight that this was a fouryear-old’s understanding of sacrament, and it was named “peace.”
There are many meanings of peace, from the end of a war
or military conflict to having “peace of mind.” When we relate
peace to reconciliation, however, it is often a peace that is the
outcome of reconciliation. When difficulties and disagreements
are made right, it is a reconciliation or peace which is an end to
that difficulty or disagreement. When mercy is shown to someone who is suffering, it is a reconciliation that can ease the suffering or burden, again bringing about peace. How we name the
peace is insignificant compared to what is occurring. We celebrate that in our liturgy.
We do not always notice that the ritual moment of the Sign
of Peace is a significant part of our preparation for Communion.
After the Lord’s Prayer, where we ask to be forgiven as we forgive
others, we share this sign of peace with those around us. We may
not be at peace, or feel as if we are, but we assure ourselves and
each other that peace is what we yearn for, what we pray for. The
last phrase of the Lamb of God is to grant us peace. Have mercy,
have mercy, grant peace. When we find the mercy of God, we are
at peace.
As we are invited to partake of Christ’s Body and Blood,
we respond with “only say the word, and my soul shall be
healed.” Each gesture and word of the Communion Rite is one
more step toward accomplishing that reconciliation for which
we are praying. In Lent, we come forward with our eyes on both
altar and cross, where Christ’s Body and Blood are offered and
reconciliation occurs. The accomplishment is Christ’s Body and
Blood given for us on the Cross, making all things right again.
The accomplishment is Christ’s Body and Blood bringing us
healing and mercy, forgiveness and peace. For reconciliation is
all things being brought into alignment, everything returned to
right. On the Cross, in the Eucharist, within each member of the
Body of Christ.
Our liturgical mission is ongoing, for we return again and
again, fortifying our mercy, our forgiveness, our peace. Lent is a
movement toward Holy Week, highlighted during the Sacred
Paschal Triduum, and rejoicing at Christ’s Resurrection at
Easter. We are reminded of the reconciliations of Lent as we participate in the footwashing on Holy Thursday, where mercy and
reconciliation meet, are washed with care, and all barriers are
dispelled with gentleness. We are reminded of the reconcilia8
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tions of Lent as we hear the proclamation of the Passion and
approach the Cross on Good Friday, from where forgiveness is
named, even though we do not know that we need it. We are
reminded of the reconciliations of Lent when we hear the first
words of the Risen Christ to his followers: “Peace be with you.”
Reconciliation is the goal of our Lenten pilgrimage. We
struggle to find it and name it. We practice mercy prayer, forgiving ourselves and others, and reaching out for true peace. Our
Lenten liturgy has allowed us to ritualize what we seek, practice
in prayer what is named in Scripture, and focus our lives on the
Cross and the Eucharist. May your Lenten journey be one of reconciliation in its fullness.

Concluding Prayer
Presider: Gestures for all to stand.
Cantor: Leads the singing of the Magnificat.
Presider: Let us pray to the God of all mercies.
Cantor: Sings the intercessions.
Assembly: Lord, have mercy.
Presider: Leads the Lord’s Prayer
Presider: Prays a concluding prayer (consider the Collect from
Masses and Prayers for Various Needs and Occasions, 30.
For the Preservation of Peace and Justice), provides a blessing,
and invites the assembled to give a sign of peace to those
around them.

Conclusion of the Mission

The Sign of Peace that concludes this Evening Prayer leads to a
continuation of reaching out toward one another with eye contact and conversation, sharing names and food. After three days
of joining in prayer together, the assembled have a chance to
express themselves in prayerful dialogue. During this relaxed
time, they may bring up with each other their experiences of
reconciliation.
These three evenings of prayer draw together liturgical
expressions of mercy, forgiveness, and peace prevalent in the
Lenten season. May they bring the peace and blessing of the
Risen Christ to all participants.
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